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Letter from our Founder
Ishk Tolaram Foundation saw many momentous milestones in its 2nd year of operations.

 
We celebrated the 10th anniversary of Ishk Limb Centre, a core program that provides free,

custom-made prosthetic limbs to amputees across Nigeria. Our reach continues to grow every
year through two clinics in Lagos and Port Harcourt and mobile camps held in different

states. In the coming years, we hope to establish more satellite clinics in Nigeria.
 

We launched Ishk Skills Hub to provide entrepreneurial and vocational training to
unemployed and underemployed youth in Lagos, Nigeria. We continue to strengthen our

model and explore opportunities to expand this program to other cities. 
 

This was also the second year of Ishk Peduli Anak Indonesia, our teacher training program in
Batu, East Java. 100 teachers progressed to Level 2 and from that, 46 have completed 
Level 3. Training for 80 parents was initiated this year and in 2020, we hope to pilot the

initiative in other parts of Indonesia. 
 

Our grant making was expanded this year, including collaborations with new, like-minded
organizations in Singapore and Indonesia that have enabled us to extend our impact to the

communities around us and learn from them as well. 
 

We continue to keep our vision for Ishk Tolaram Foundation in mind as we embark on new
initiatives to empower vulnerable communities within our geographies. Through our approach,
we are committed to working hand-in-hand with our stakeholders and partners in pursuit of

our mission. We look forward to continuing to walk this journey together with all of you. 
 

Thank you to all who have supported us!

Mohan K. Vaswani
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Mission
Ishk Tolaram Foundation develops and supports programs that enable
self-sufficiency and independence in vulnerable communities with a
focus on education, entrepreneurial and vocational training and
healthcare; and advocates social awareness and responsible giving in
our partners, business and family.

Vision
Our vision is for all
individuals to be
empowered to contribute
beyond themselves for the
benefit of all

Values
Humility, compassion
and responsibility

Alignment with SDGs
Our work supports the

Sustainable Development Goals:
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Our Approach

Understand the issues facing
communities on the ground and identify
the gaps we are best suited to address

Conduct thorough research and collect
data to support our decision-making
and implementation plans

Leverage the power of co-creation
and partnerships and engage relevant
stakeholders to achieve shared goals

Monitor and evaluate the impact of our
programs through continual engagement
and feedback
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Our Geographies

Indonesia

Nigeria

Singapore
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Indonesia
Core programs
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supports quality early
childhood education and

development (ECED) in East
Java and addresses early
inequality gaps to allow all
children to develop to their

fullest potential and be
equipped for further formal

schooling
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As the 'fourth industrial
revolution' emerges, we
must adapt the way we
learn and educate so that
future generations can
thrive in an ever-changing
world. With higher
cognitive capabilities and
key social, emotional, and
technological skills 
determining success in the
workplace of the future, it
becomes especially critical
that we begin to sharpen
these in the early years.The Fourth Industrial Revolution: what it means, how to respond, World Economic Forum, Jan 20161.

2. The 3 key skillsets for workers in 2030, World Economic Forum, June 2018

Thinking 
ahead

1

2
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World 
of Play

 3. Learning through Play, Lego Foundation and UNICEF, Oct 2018

As the first language of a
child, play is a unique way
to hone and sharpen
children's cognitive,
social, motor and creative
skills to enable them to be
agents of their own
learning. Through our
program, we have found
that play not only creates
rich learning environments
for our children but for
their teachers as well! 
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by building
capacity and
strengthening

their 
 qualifications 

Teacher
 
 

by increasing
awareness and
knowledge of
positive ECED

practices in the
home

Parent
 
 

by increasing
awareness,

support of, and 
 engagement in

ECED

CommunityOur 
Approach
engages three pillars
to strengthen the
ecosystem around the
child in the early years
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Level 1
 

Complete Level 1 of intensive practical training
in alignment with the national curriculum

Complete capstone assignments, sharing
knowledge with peers, parents and the
wider community 

Opt to train in Level 2 and 3 to deepen
knowledge, with select teachers going
on to train as trainers

Continue to share knowledge and
develop a network of qualified and
empowered teachers and community
changemakers

Receive certification and a pay
increment from the Ministry of Education
and Culture upon passing requirements

Our Model: Teachers

Dive into a customised curriculum that
aligns the different ECED concepts
taught in school with the home
 
Learn to communicate effectively with
teachers, including those present from
our training program 
 
Share their learnings with other parents
in school-run forums known as
Pagyuban 

Our Model: Parent
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It is an amazing [experience] that
stimulates adrenaline and
enthusiasm and the mindset to
move forward. [We learn] simple
things but the impact is
extraordinary. Let's learn!

Completed Level
1 and Level 2

In our teachers' wordsFrom [this training] we were able
to add new knowledge and make
many friends. There are many
lessons to be learned [from our
peers]. Even though we often
meet, we didn't have a mission.
But now, we have one mission
for our children."
 
Completed Level 1
and Level 2

Rohmatul Azizah
Mayunita

*Translated and edited for clarity
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200
teachers
at Level 1

96
teachers,
 Level 2

46
teachers,
Level 3

80
parents school 

leaders 

97 5
district 
heads 
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Indonesia
Grants
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Speech Therapy Training and
Equipment Purchasing

Ensures and increases the quality of speech
therapy for 500 children under the care of
Bhakti Luhur Foundation in Malang, Indonesia.
The project provides training to 36 speech
therapists and enhances existing facilities for
therapy within these headquarters. 
 
Bhakti Luhur Foundation provides a nurturing
home-like environment for the physically and
mentally challenged, the poor and orphans and
children displaced by man-made or natural
disasters in Indonesia. 

Help the Children

Addresses the needs of students and families
who face barriers in completing elementary
school education by providing basic school
supplies, building teacher and school capacity,
and empowering parents to sustainable
livelihoods. The program is a collaboration
between multiple Rotary Clubs including,  in
Malang Central, Batu, and Singapore. Since
2016, the program has supported 1,277 students. 
 
Rotary International is an organization whose
mission is to provide service to others, promote
integrity, and advance world understanding,
goodwill, and peace through its fellowship of
business, professional, and community leaders.

*Description provided by featured organisation, edited for length
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FOCUS AREA: 
Education

FOCUS AREA: 
Healthcare



Empowers vulnerable youth in Indonesia
through vocational and entrepreneurial training
activities. Students, who are often street youth,
refugees or victims of conflict, immerse
themselves in a 100-day basic course to gain an
understanding of organic farming before
moving to an advanced farming course or
pursuing employment. Since 2005, the
organisation has nurtured more than 1000
students. 
 
Ishk Tolaram Foundation is a founding partner
of The Learning Farm and has helped support
the training of 15 students since 2017 and the
enhancement of learning facilities.

Provision of case management and other
social support services for 15 families
Re-enrollment of 82 out-of-school children 
Access to employment training for 6 youth
and 52 caregivers; placement of 5 youth in
employment; and micro-enterprise start-up
support for 2 caregivers.

Works to protect Indonesia's marginalised
children and youth, including those living and
working on the streets, those affected by
chronic illnesses or drug abuse, and migrants
facing difficulties in their new localities
 
In 2019, Ishk Tolaram Foundation supported
three programs, including:

The Learning Farm Yayasan Teman Baik

*Description provided by featured organisation, edited for length

FOCUS AREA:
Entrepreneurial and
vocational training,

Education

FOCUS AREA:
Entrepreneurial and
vocational training,

Education
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Nigeria
 
Core programs  
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provides free, custom-
made prosthetic limbs to
amputees in Nigeria, via
two clinics in Lagos and

Port Harcourt and mobile
camps across the country
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Celebrating

years



Ishk Limb Centre  (ILC) was launched in Lagos,
Nigeria in 2009 as a philanthropic initiative
under Tolaram Group before being adopted by
the Foundation in 2017. 
 
Our model was inspired by BMVSS, a large
organization in Rajasthan, India, that
rehabilitates the disabled through free
prosthetic limbs and other aids. ILC uses
BMVSS’ flagship technology, Jaipur Foot, an
inexpensive and rubber-based prosthesis, to
enable and empower amputees to a more
independent life. 
 
In the 10 years since the first prosthetic limb
was fitted on February 28, 2009, Ishk Limb
Centre has provided over 15,000 free, custom-
made prosthetic limbs to amputees across
Nigeria through its 2 clinics and mobile camps.
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Our Model: Making Prosthetics

1

2

3

4

5

Measurement Fabrication Fitting Gait training

Recipients can visit our Lagos or Port Harcourt clinic to receive custom-
made above-knee, below-knee, arm prosthesis or polio calipers within the
same day. We also hold camps in different states to reach communities on
the outskirts of Nigeria; camp recipients are measured during a first camp

and are fitted with their limbs at a subsequent camp thereafter. 
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Support
services Previous recipients whose prosthetic limbs are in need of

repair can bring them to the Centre to be repaired for a
small fee. 

Recipients are provided counseling and educational
information on how to take care of their stump and their
prosthetic limb.

Recipients are provided gait training by our team to
ensure safe mobility and reduced discomfort. 

Recipients can purchase a custom-made high-tech limb at
our Lagos clinic for a highly subsidised fee. This limb has a
lifespan of 4-5 years and provides improved mobility and
flexibility.

Ishk Limb Centre operates
on a pay-it-forward
philosophy and does not
profiteer from any fees
charged. Instead, these go
towards making more free
prosthetic limbs for
amputees who cannot
afford them. 

High-tech limb

Repair services

Education and counseling

Gait training
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Being an amputee is not a disease,
so if people really want to walk
again, [my advice] is to just look
for this place because it’s a really
cool place for people who can’t
afford it. You can walk perfectly
with this [limb].

I feel okay and comfortable. I
want to thank [Ishk Limb
Centre] for giving me this
artificial leg and [hope] that
god will continue to bless them.

In our recipients' words

Eniola Adesanya

*Edited for clarity

Abiola Samson
StudentHairdresser 
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14,613
lives impacted

59
camps held

15,409 
prosthetic

limbs fitted 
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provides entrepreneurial and
vocational training to

unemployed youth in Lagos,
Nigeria to enable them to

secure productive
livelihoods to support

themselves and their families.
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As of Q3 2018, 55.4% of
individuals between the
ages of 15-35 were found to
be unemployed (without a
paid job) or underemployed
(not having enough paid
work). Through structured
interventions, our program
equips these youths with the
skills, knowledge and
attitudes to thrive in
dynamic workplaces. 
 

Empowering
the youth

4

4. Labor Force Statistics: Volume 1, Unemployment and Underemployment Report, National Bureau of
Statistics Nigeria, Dec 2018

4
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Students complete
mandatory employability
skills training at the start of
the program. This includes:

Foundation 
Module

Our 
Approach
aligns with research
suggesting that multi-
interventional youth
development programs
are more likely to
succeed because they
can cater to different
needs.*

Entrepreneurial &
vocational
trainingCommunication

Computer literacy
Financial management
Workplace safety &
environment
Leadership and
personal effectiveness

Students enroll in skills
training with our
partnering institutes.
Skills offered are based
on market demand and
students are assigned
based on their interest*Do Youth Empowerment Program Improve

Labor Market Outcomes, Kluve et al., 2016

1

2
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Access to
resources

Students who
pursue self-
employment can
access microcredit
through
partnering
financial
institutions

We journey with
our alumni for up
to 36 months
after graduation
and continue to
mentor current
students

Alumni 
engagement

Students have access
to resources such as
career development
and enrichment
courses and facilities
such as computers,
meeting rooms and a
library

4

Once students
successfully
complete skills
training, we work
to place them in
internships and/or
jobs

Internship 
& job matching

3
Access to
microcredit

5 6
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Through the Foundation Module, I
have learned to [overcome] the
fear that I can't do it. I learned to
be bold, to know what I want and
to go [after] it at any time. I
learned to always make good use
of my time.  

In our students' words

I learned how to communicate with
people and to be a good leader.
When I go home, I talk to my
family as if I am the boss of the
house, as if I am the owner of a
company. I have courage and 
boldness in me.  

*Edited for clarity

Ikumola Temitayo
Ifeoluwapo

Omitogun MotolaniHairdressing student,
October batch Hairdressing student,

October batch
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6
batches of
students 

123
students

enrolled in the
program

Stay tuned to
learn about the

next stages of our
students' journies
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Our first batch of students at their
graduation ceremony in April 2019
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We moved! 
On March 29, 2019, Ishk Tolaram

Foundation,  Nigeria; Ishk Limb Centre;
and Ishk Skills Hub began operations at

44 Ikorodu Road in Lagos, Nigeria.
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Singapore
 Grants
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SINGAPORE
supports mission-aligned
programs that empower
vulnerable communities. 

 

Picture credit: Pixabay
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Ishk Tolaram Scholarship Program
We believe in the potential of students
from all backgrounds and abilities to
achieve their educational and personal
goals and lead meaningful and productive
lives.
 
In line with our vision for all individuals to
be empowered to contribute beyond
themselves for the benefit of all, Ishk
Tolaram Scholarship Program is designed
to encourage students to overcome
challenges, engage with peer, mentor and
school support, and bring their aspirations
to life.

In 2019, the Foundation supported 5 students at
Changkat Changi Secondary School and 5
students at Eunos Primary School. 

FOCUS AREA: 
Education
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HCSA Academy Culinary Training Centre

Offers a six-week course with hands-on
training in the Academy kitchen and job
placements facilitated upon successful
completion of and certification in the highly
coveted WSQ Higher Certificate in Food
Services (Culinary Arts).
 
The Academy aims to equip HCSA
Community Services’ beneficiaries and other
vulnerable individuals with the professional
skills required to secure stable employment
in the F&B industry, giving them a new lease
of life and a level playing field to
support themselves and their families. 

In 2019, Ishk Tolaram Foundation supported
the culinary training for 25 students. 

*Description provided by featured organisation, edited for length

FOCUS AREA: 
Entrepreneurial and vocational

training
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SDI Academy
Promotes the socio-economic mobility of
migrant workers and refugees and the
safety of their workplaces through the
provision of English, personal development
and entrepreneurship courses. 
 
SDI Academy helps workers overcome
language barriers, achieve work
advancement, upgrade skillsets for better
employability and integrate into society.
They also organize 5 flagship events
throughout the year for the migrants to
enjoy and create opportunities for them and
local Singaporeans to interact.

In 2019, Ishk Tolaram Foundation supported
the English language training of 148 students.

*Description provided by featured organisation, edited for length

FOCUS AREA: 
Education
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Pass-it-On
 Grants
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supports members
of Tolaram Group, our

affiliated business, in their
pursuit of passion projects
that positively impact the

world.

Picture credit: Anchor Heritage
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Ololade Oladipupo & Dunni Kareem

Provides vocational training to prison
inmates to improve their chances of
integrating into society once they are
released. 

Anchor Heritage, the implementing
partner, provides free legal representation
and access to justice to individuals who
have been unjustly incarcerated. Since
2017, Anchor Heritage has secured the
release of 31 inmates and has conducted
multiple vocational training workshops.

From Left to Right: 
Dunny Kareem | Ololade Oladipupo | YinkaFOCUS AREA: Entrepreneurial and

vocational training

Lagos Free Trade Zone Company
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Olawale Olabisi & Jamiu Shobajo

Improves the quality of maternal and child
health in Ibadan, Nigeria by addressing
the leading causes of maternal and child
mortality:malaria and a lack of proper
sanitation and hygiene. 

In collaboration with HACEY, a non-profit
organisation, the team delivers life-saving
health information and commodities such
as mosquito nets and birthing kits and
works to strengthen the local primary
health care system.

FOCUS AREA: Healthcare

From Left to Right: 
Jamiu Shobajo | Mary Adeoye | 

Jennifer Ogbonna | Isaiah Owolabi 
Rhonda Robinson | Olawale Olabisi

Multipro Consumer Products Ltd. & Dufil Prima Foods Plc.
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Williams Olajide & Monye Ngozi

Nurtures the artistic talents of
underprivileged youth as a means to tackle
poverty within the Ibeju-Lekki area in
Lagos, Nigeria through the development of
a fine arts school. 

In addition to coaching on the theory and
application of modern art, students will be
equipped with business skills to exhibit and
sell their work, and be exposed to
opportunities to strengthen their network
and build their brand.

From Left to Right: 
Monye Ngozi | Williams Olajide | 

Azie Chioma

FOCUS AREA: Entrepreneurial and
vocational training, Education

Lagos Free Trade Zone Company & Lekki Port
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Our team
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Programs: Indonesia

41

Team retreat 2018

Board of Directors & Executive Team 

Nigeria Advisors

Programs: Nigeria

Ishk Limb Centre: Lagos

Ishk Limb Centre: Port Harcourt

Programs: Singapore & Communications

Interns

Treasurer & Secretary: Indonesia

HR&Admin:Nigeria



Mohan Vaswani

Chairman of Board, Ishk Tolaram Foundation

Chairman, Tolaram Group 

October 2016

 

Raj Vaswani

Board Director, Ishk Tolaram Foundation

Director, Tolaram Group 

October 2016

 

Dr. Shahul Hameed

Board Director, Ishk Tolaram Foundation

Senior Lecturer (Adjunct), Faculty of Dentistry, NUS

August 2018

 

Sumitra Aswani

Board Director, Ishk Tolaram Foundation

Executive Director, Ishk Tolaram Foundation

March 2017

Board of Directors Singapore:

Sandhya Aswani, Program Director

Madhurya Manohar, Communications Manager

 

Indonesia:

Mimu Nanwani, Program Director, Indonesia

Ade Putri Verlita Maharani. Program Officer, Indonesia

Sherley Pitrus, Secretary

Angel Agustien, Treasurer

 

Nigeria:

Neha Mehra: Program Director, Nigeria

Laura Temituoyo Ede: Program Officer, Nigeria

Audrey Akpevwe Odogu: Program Officer, Nigeria

Victoria Anuoluwapo, HR & Accounts Officer

Onaneye Eliakim  Adewale, IT Manager

 

Ishk Limb Centre (ILC) and Ishk Skills Hub (ISH) 

Balogun Aramide  Ganiyat, Senior Office Manager, ISH

Daniel Okwoche, Office Assistant, ISH

Jaiprakash Bidlan, Lead Head Limb Technician,  ILC Lagos

Chandrakant Walavalkar, Lead Limb Technician,  ILC Port Harcourt

Dabiri Kemi Afolashade, Senior Office Manager, IILC Lagos

Idowu Owolabi Kayode, Senior Limb Technician, ILC  Lagos

Michael Jackson Abayomi, Senior Limb Technician, ILC Lagos

Ishola Yusuf Temitope, Senior Limb Technican, ILC Port Harcourt

Olaonigbagbe Saheed, Limb Technician, ILC Lagos

Akingboye Johnson Segun, Limb Technician, ILC Lagos 

Napoleon Williams Aleruchi,  Limb Technician, ILC Port Harcourt

Wilfred Dekaa, Limb Technician, ILC Port Harcourt

Adelaja Omotoyosi Adewole, Office Manager, ILC Lagos

Nyege Nelly Brown, Office Manager, ILC Port Harcourt

Shittu Ladi Lukman, Office Assistant, ILC Lagos

 

Advisory Team, Nigeria
Dinesh Rathi

Porus Doctor

Interns and Volunteers
Nainaz Sorabji (Singapore)

Meenakshi Coondiah (Singapore)

Geerija Aggarwal (Singapore)

Dorothy Dagogo Ibiama (Nigeria)
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Talk to Us

@ishktolaram

@ishktolaramfoundation

@ishktolaram

Thank you to all our
partners and supporters!
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